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People engage in word of mouth
because they want to look good
– George Silverman, author of “The Secrets of Word-of-Mouth Marketing.””“
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A question a client recently asked me made me stop and think: are there 
broader implications for a brand and for a media buy if an ad is fortunate 
enough to go viral? 

A lot has been said about the potential power of viral advertising. By ‘viral’ I (and 
the rest of us at Ipsos ASI) mean ads that are re-transmitted or shared by 
members of the general public, and not simply online video views, or views 
pushed by the advertiser itself. Essentially, viral ads take on a life of their own.

The biggest driver of sharing video? According to Ipsos/Ipsos ASI research in the 
UK and the US, it is enjoyment, and in many cases humor, that drives this effect. 
In the viewer’s mind, the ad’s content tells a relevant and engaging story that 
they could want to experience again and again, sometimes in the company of 
family and friends.
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Q. What kind of videos do you share?
Base: All respondents (1573) from the UK and U.S. in October 2010
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Undoubtedly, there is opportunity to cast a wider net with an ad that goes viral. It’s no 
wonder that ‘viral’ can have its own line in the media plan. But for Ipsos ASI, virality is 
not simply a reach vehicle. Virality can effectively work to benefit the brand, not only 
through free impressions (who wouldn’t want free impressions) but higher levels of 
brand engagement, especially if the brand plays an important part in the storyline. 

What if your ad has the strong potential to go viral? Are there strategies to ensure that 
it has the best impact on your brand? We think so: 

Where do you start?

Most importantly, when aiming for a viral ad, aim for longevity. Create long-living 
campaigns held together by one BIG, fresh, juicy idea. Gimmicks do not work as their 
impact will decline after one or two views, or when the surprise wears off or the joke 
is no longer funny.

Seed the viral ad with a high unduplicated reach burst. For example, Old 
Spice’s “The Man your Man Could Smell Like” (41M+ views on Youtube.com), and 
Volkswagen’s “Young Darth” (53M+ views) both originally aired during the NFL’s 
annual Super Bowl (which is watched as much for the ads as it is for the Championship 
game). Using TV is one of the most rapid ways to affect this, but is not the only way 
(e.g. drive traffic to your owned assets or to Youtube.com).

Then let online sharing and “virality” do the hard work for the brand (more on 
this later).

Description of ads shared

Base: All respondents (1000) from the U.S.
Reflecting on Virality Ipsos ASI I digital, October 2011
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How do you keep it going?

As demonstrated by the number of views, but also the number of conversations 
the ad generated, Old Spice had a viral winner with “The Man your Man Could 
Smell Like”. But Old Spice did not stop with one ad. They created several 
more to keep the content fresh and engaging, and the conversations going. 

And what about the media buy? 

If your ad really demonstrates the potential for virality, based on the typical viral 
ad profile, I suggest carefully weighing the balance of reach versus frequency in 
your TV media spend. Focus on reach first, and save your frequency spend for 
other ads or other brands. Because if an ad is seen with too a high frequency, it 
runs the risk of higher and faster wear-out. 

I am defining wear-out as the point at which ongoing use of a piece of creative 
is no longer justified versus a more effective alternative. Wear-out is not just 
increased irritation or ‘getting tired of seeing’ – although both can be indicators 
of it; wear-out is the point of diminishing return on continued investment. 
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This distinction is important because people may still like or enjoy your 
ad, but the ad may not be delivering anything further that will benefit 
the brand. 

And, as I noted earlier if you let your viral ad take on a life of its own you 
should let it do the hard work for the brand. Why? Because consumers 
will control their frequency of viewing. In an online environment, 
consumers can choose to share the ad, but also choose not to click on the 
link or go to YouTube.com to view it when it is shared with them.

Some additional considerations in managing a viral ad include:

•  If you have the flexibility in laydown, trading available slots between 
brands with similar targets, consider it. This allows for agility in the 
event that a planned viral goes viral for real. 

•  Have pool out creatives available to keep the momentum going (a 
la Old Spice).

•  Have the key bloggers and other influential authorities engaged to 
give the planned viral ad a good push into cyberspace and the 
social networks 

•  Have a back-up plan to increase reach of your ad just in case it does 
not go viral. You may even need to spend more. One way is through 
digital media that offers you the flexibility to buy paid media to drive 
video views. Another way is to increase the TV spend.

I still watch the Old Spice ad from time to time. The brand truly tapped 
into a really fresh and engaging big idea, and kept it fresh with each pool 
out. The Super Bowl was the perfect context in which to seed it, especially 
given that half of the viewers are now female (the target audience). It 
deserves its success, and it is no surprise everyone to tries to replicate it. 
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Interview With An Expert

What makes an expert is years of hands-on experience. Sharing their 
passion for the art and science of advertising, senior experts from Ipsos 
ASI offer unique insights into what makes great advertising, great. In 
this series, seasoned experts will discuss the power of re-transmission, 
leveraging emotions in advertising, virality and wear out, leveraging 
social media, and better measurement for better outcomes. 

About Ipsos ASI

 Ipsos ASI is the advertising and communications market research 
company you can consistently count on for the best quanti tative and 
qualitative results that point the way to the most profitable actions. 
Ipsos ASI is part of the Ipsos organization. Founded in Paris, France, in 
1975, Ipsos is the only independent, publicly-listed research company 
that is controlled and managed by research professionals. Ipsos is a 
leading global research company focusing on six core specializations: 
Advertising, Marketing, Media, Opinion and Customer Relationship 
Management research, and Data Collection and Delivery. With offices 
in 66 countries, Ipsos conducts research in more than 100 countries.

For more information, please contact:

Leah McTiernan 
Vice President, Ipsos ASI 
leah.mctiernan@ipsos.com
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